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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study some aspects of the periodic problem 
u”+f(u)u’+g(t, u)=O (1) 
u(0) = u(2n), u’(0) = U’(27r), 
where f is a continuous function on R and g(t, U) is a Caratheodory func- 
tion subject to certain growth restrictions. There is a vast literature on this 
problem: see, e.g., [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 151 and their references. 
Here two existence results are given. In Section 2 we study (1) in the case 
where g(t, U) may have rapid growth but otherwise can only to a limited 
extent interfere with the (first) zero eigenvalue of the linear part. Our result 
(Theorem 4) is based on some abstract existence theorems at resonance 
(Theorem 1 and Corollary 2). It is quite related to a result of Gossez [S] 
although obtained by a different technique. In Section 3 we take f = cons- 
tant and assume that g(t, U) has linear growth, a certain interference with 
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the second eigenvalue being allowed. Our result (Theorem 5) is quite in the 
spirit of those obtained by Gupta and Mawhin [7] and Mawhin and Ward 
[ 1 l] but we show how the behaviour of g may be related to the coefficient 
of the dissipative term. 
Finally in Section 4 we prove a result about the structure of the set of 
solutions of (1) in the case where f= 0 and the nonlinearity is of the form 
g(u) - h(t), g being an increasing function and h E L2(0, 27~). We should 
point out that our Corollary 6 improves a previous result of Tersian [ 151. 
In Theorem 9 we show that the solution set is compact, connected, and 
acyclic. 
2. AN ABSTRACT EXISTENCE THEOREM AT 
RESONANCE AND APPLICATIONS 
We start by establishing an existence theorem closely related to a result 
of Cesari and Kannan [3]. Although we could deal with a more general 
situation in the framework of Banach spaces, we confine ourselves for 
simplicity to the Hilbert space setting. We want to solve 
Lu+Nu=O, (2) 
where L is a linear and N a possibly nonlinear operator. We do not require 
that L be selfadjoint nor that N be bounded. 
Precisely, let H be a Hilbert space, X a Banach space continuously 
imbedded in H. Let 
L:D(L)cH+H,N:X+H 
satisfy the following requirements. 
(ai ) L is closed linear operator with domain D(L) dense in H and 
closed range R(L). 
(az) N(L) and N(L*) have the same finite dimension where N(L) 
denotes the kernel of L. 
(a3) There exists a linear isomorphism J: N(L*) + N(L) such that 
JQP = P, where P (respect. Q) is the orthogonal projection of H onto N(L) 
(respect. onto N(L*)= R(L)'). 
(ad) D(L) c X and the inverse mapping 
K=(LID(L)nN(L)')-' 
is compact from R(L) into X 
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is continuous and takes bounded sets of X into bounded sets 
of H!as) N 
(a6) P is continuous as a projection in X. 
Remark. See [4] for a condition equivalent to (a3). 
In what follows we deote by (., .) and 1.1 the inner product and norm of 
H and by /I 11 the norm of X. 
THEOREM 1. Let L, N satisfy (a,k(a,) and suppose that: 
(Hl) For each R,>O there exist R, >0 such that, if 
(i, x) E 10, i[ x X satisfies 
Lx+(l-1)J~‘Px+INx=O (3) 
then IIPxll <R, implies Il(Z- P)xll <RI. 
(H2) For R, sz@ciently large, (3) and IIPx(l = R, impl,v 
(QNx, Px) 2 0. (4) 
Then Eq. (2) has at least one solution. 
Proof: We use standard arguments of degree theory: see [lo] for 
details. Conditions (a,k(a,) enable us to use the homotopy invariance 
property of coincidence degree [lo]. Hence we have only to show that (3) 
has no solutions on X!, where Sz is the open subset of X defined by 
f2= {xEX: IIPxll <R,, ll(I- P)xll <RI}. 
Here we choose R, so that (H2) is satisfied. Because of (Hl) it suffices to 
see that no solution of (3) satisfies )I Pxll = R,. We argue by contradiction: 
if (3) has such a solution, we obtain 
(1 - A)(QJ-‘Px, Px) + A( QNx, Px) = 0 
and, since QJ- ‘P = QP by condition (a,), 
(1-n) lQPxJ2+l(QNx, Px)=O. 
Because of (H2) we obtain QPx=O, and Px=O again by (ax). This ends 
the proof. 
Remark. A similar theorem is obtained if we replace -J- ‘P for JP ‘P 
in the homotopy (3) and reverse the inequality (4). 
To get conditions ensuring that (H2) holds we specialize to a more con- 
crete situation. Suppose that H = L2(CJ), R a bounded, open set of RN and 
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X is continuously imbedded in C(Q). Let I ./ ‘TV denote the usual sup norm 
in C(W). We further assume that 
(+I NL)=span{Of, h w ere 0 is a positive function in 0. We let 
m = min 0, M=max 0. 
n li 
COROLLARY 2. Let H= L’(Q), X continuously imbedded in C(a) and 
assume (a, t(a,). Suppose that in addition to (Hl ) the following conditions 
hold: 
(H3) For each r0 > 0 there exists rl = #(r,,) > 0 such that, zf 
(A, x) E 10, l[ x X satisfies (3), then lPx/ ~ d r0 implies ](I- P)x] 7[ 6 r,. 
(H4) lim,,- += (mro - Md(r,)) = +co. 
(H5) There exists a > 0 such that, zf x E X satisfies [x(t)1 3 a, Vt E Sz, 
and x(t) satisfies (3) for some 1” E 10, l[, then (4) holds. Then (2) has at least 
one solution. 
Proof: Take r0 so large that mr,M-’ -&rO) >a. Choose R, so that 
/I Pxll = R, implies IPxl~ = r,,. Writing Px = ct?, (c E R), then by (H3) any 
solution x(t) of (3) satisfies 
Ix(t)1 B ICI 0(t) - I(Z- P)xl m B r,mM-’ - q5(r0) > a. 
Because of (H5) we then conclude that (H2) of Theorem 1 holds. This ends 
the proof of the corollary. 
Remark. According to the remark at the end of Theorem 1, Corollary 2 
holds with the appropriate changes in (3) and (4). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let H= L2(0, 27~) and let L be the (selfadjoint) operator 
defined by Lu = u”, D(L) = {u E H*(O, 271): u(0) = u(27c), u’(0) = u’(27c)}, 
where H2(0, 27r) is the usual Sobolev space. N(L) consists of the constant 
functions and P = Q is given by 
Pu=& j 
*a 
u(t) dt, u E L2(0, 270. 
0 
Suppose that the Caratheodory function g(t, x) has the following 
property. 
(G,) For each R > 0 there exists h E L2(0, 27~) such that 
Id& x)l G h(t), (t,x)E[O,2n]x[-R,R]. 
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Then if we take X= H’(0, 2n) there is a well defined Niemytski operator 
NIX-H, 
W)(t) =f(u(t)) u’(t) + cdl, u(t)). 
It follows that condition (H5) of Corollary 2, with change of sign in (3) 
and (4), can be stated as: There exists a > 0 such that, for any solution 
u(t) of 
u”-(1-n)Pu+~~(u)u’+~g(t,u)=O, O<A<l, 
satisfying lu(t)l > a, Vt E [0, 2711, the inequality 




Clearly, this is a restriction on the behaviour of g at infinity. 
Now we apply the preceding results to problem (1). 
Let us consider the following condition about the growth of g: There 
exists A E L’(O, 271) and, for each E > 0, there exists B, E L*(O, 27r) so that 
(G,) 46 u) G (A(t) + &)u2 + B,(t) I4 (t, u) E [O, 2711 x R. 
Before stating the following theorem we introduce some notation. Let 
y = (n/6)“’ and I.lp th e usual norm of LP(O, 27r). We remark that y is the 
smallest constant such that 
I4, dY lu’l2 (6) 
for every UE H’(O,27r) such that u(0) = ~(27~) and jp u(t) dr = 0. 
THEOREM 4. Let f be continuous and g a Caratheodory function satisfy- 
ing (G,) and (G,). if in addition g satisfies condition (5) and IA+I1 < 
(4y2)-‘, then problem (1) has a solution. 
Proof: According to Example 3, set X= {u E H’(O,2n): u(O) = ~(271)) 
with the usual norm. Let E > 0 be a number such that 
cc~IA+I,+271~+~<(4y*)~’ (7) 
and take B, in (G2) with this choice of E. Consider the homotopic equa- 
tions, where we write u. = Pu, 
u”-(l-A)u,+~f(u)u’+~g(t, u)=O, O<A<l, 
u(0) = u(27c), u’(0) = u’(27L). 63) 
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We are going to prove that this homotopy has all the properties appearing 
in the hypothesis of Corollary 2. First the inner product of (8) with u gives 
lu’l:d(l~+ll+27=) lul’, + /B,:l, IUI * 
so that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
lu’l$<a lul$+C. 
If we write u = u,, + u,, we obtain, using (6), 
lu’l:6cr~lu,l+lu,l,~2+c~c1~Iu~l+y lu’l,)*+c. 
It follows that 
and hence 
(9) 
Then (H3) is verified with r,,=luOl and r,=(yJa/(l--yJcc))r,+ 
(~fi/(l-~&)W so since CI < (47*)-i is equivalent o (y A/( 1 - y 6)) 
< 1, (H4) follows immediately since rn = M = 1. 
Further (H.5) is satisfied as a consequence of (5) and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
Remarks 1. If we replace (5) by: There exists a > 0 such that 
sgn(u) j’” g(t, u(t)) dt 2 0 (5#) 
0 
for all periodic functions u(t) such that /u(t)1 >a, then the above theorem 
remains true. For the proof, it suffices to replace Eq. (8) by 
so that all the estimates that follow are still valid. (Of course, Theorem 1 
and Corollary 2 hold if in (3) we substitute (1 -A) aJP ‘P for (1 - A) JP ‘P, 
where 0 > 0.) 
2. In Theorem 4, condition (5) with d is more significant in the 
sense that it allows g(t, U) to have rapid decrease in u. That condition (G,) 
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is still significant in such a case may be seen by the following example: let 
g(t, U) satisfy, for u large and positive, the inequality 
‘dt, U)G(A(t)-Wu+g,(t, u), 
where A(t) 2 0 may be unbounded, A4 > 0, and g, < 0. For any solution 
u=u,+u, of (8) we have 
s 2rr g(4 u)dr< I 2n (A(t)-M)(u,+u,)dt 0 0 
=(lAl,-2aM)uo+J1;z A(t)u,(t)dt 
d (2 IA I, - 27Mu, 
if u. is large and positive, since we can obtain Iu, 1 cu 6 u. as the proof of the 
theorem shows. Hence if IAl i d rrA4 condition (5) is satisfied with <. 
3. INTERFERENCE WITH THE SECOND EIGENVALUE 
In this section we consider the periodic problem for the Duffing equation 
u”+cu’+g(t, u)=O 
u(0) = 24(27c), u’(0) = u’(2n), (11) 
where c E [w is a constant. This problem was studied earlier by Gupta [6] 
who proved that (11) has at least one solution if there is a p 2 0 such that 
g(t,u)uaOfor lul>p, tE[O,2x] andlimsup,,,,,(g(t,u)/u)=~<1.Now 
2 = 1 happens to be the second eigenvalue of the linear eigenvalue problem 
-u” = /b4, 
u(0) = 24(2n), u’(0) = u’(27T). 
In case c in (11) is different from zero, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let g: [0,27~] x [w + [w be a given Caratheodory function 
satisfying (G,). Let a, A, r, R, with a< A, r <O< R be such that 
At, u) 2 A, for u > R, t E [0,27c], 
g(r, u) da, for ubr, tE [0,27r]. 
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Suppose, further that there exists a function y(t) E L”(0, 2~) with 
IYI x < 1 + c2, where c E [w is given, such that 
lim sup g(t, u) ----<y(t), 
14 - x U 
uniformly in t E [0, 27t]. 
Then, for every given function e(t) E L’(O, 27~) with a < Pe 6 A, the Duffing 
equation 
u” + cu’ f g( t, u) = e(t), 
u(0) = u(27L), u’(0) = u’(27c), 
Wa) 
has at least one solution. 
Proof Define functions g,: [0,27r] x R + R and e,: [0,2x] --+ R by 
setting 
g,(t, u) = g(t, u) - $4 + a), 
e,(t) = e(t) - $(A + a). 
Then g, is a Caratheodory function satisfying (G,) such that 
g,(t, u) 2 f(A -a) 20, for u > R, t E [0,27z], 
gl(t, ~)<;(a-AldO, for uQr, t E [0, 27~1, 
and 
lim sup Mu) y(t), 
14 - m U 
uniformly in t E [0, 2711. Also e,(t) E L’(O, 27~) with $(a - A) G Pe, < 
;(A -a). 
Now, the Dufing equation (12a) is equivalent to the equation 
u” + cu’ +g,(t, u) = e,(t), 
u(0) = u(2n), u’(0) = U’(27r). 
(12b) 
Now, for X= CEO, 2n] we consider the Niemytski operator N: X-* H= 
L*(O, 27~) defined by 
(Nu)(t) = gr(4 u(t)). 
Also define a linear operator L: D(L) c X-+ H by setting 
D(L) = {u E H2(0,2n) 1 u(O) = u(27c), u’(0) = ~‘(27~)) 
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and Lu = u” f cu’. We note that 
(i) (Lu, u)> - j$ WI Z, for u E D(L), (13) 
and (ii) for E>O such that JyI, +E< 1 +c’, 
(14) 
where C is a constant, possibly depending on E. In the following this E shall 
be kept-fixed. Since N(L) consists of the constant functions and 
R(L) = N(L)‘, there exists a compact linear mapping K: N(L)l + N(L)’ 
defined by Ku = z iff u = Lz and Pz = 0 (cf. Gupta [6]). We thus note that 
LK(Z- P)u = (I- P)u, 
and 
(K(Z- P)u, (I- P)u) > - j&2 lu-p)ul:~ 
for every u E H. 
Now the Dufling equation (12b) is equivalent to 
Lu+Nu=e, 
which in turn is equivalent to the fixed-point problem 
u- Pu + PNu + K(Z- P) Nu = Pe, + K(Z- P)e,. (15) 
To prove the existence of a solution for (15) it suffices to show that the set 
of solutions for the family of equations 
u- APu + lPNu + AK(Z- P) Nu = APeI + AK(Z- P)e, (16) 
is a priori bounded independently of I E (0, 1). Let now u(t) be a solution 
of (16) for some A E (0, 1). If u(t) > R for every t E [0,211], we have, apply- 
ing P to (16) and using the conditions on g, and e,, 
(l-I)R+;(A-a)+-u), 
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a contradiction. Similarly u(t) d r, Vr E [0, 27~1, leads to a contradiction. 
From this it follows easily that 
I24 x d max(R, -r) + fi Iz4’lz 
ILUl2. (17) 
We notice that (16) also implies 
(PNu, Pu) d (Pe,, Pu). (18) 
Applying Z-P to both sides of (16) and using the properties of K and (18) 
it follows that 
0 = ((I- P)u, (I- P) Nu) + 1(K(Z- P) Nu, (I- P) Nu) 
- A(K(Z- P)e,, (I- P) Nu) 
2 ((I- P)u, (Z-P) Nu)-& I(Z- P) Nul: 




Iylm+E 1+c* > 
IWi-IW-PkI12 IW,-IPe,l, IP4,-C. 
Since the coefficient of I&[$ is positive, it follows that there are constants 
C, and C,, independent of II E (0, 1 ), such that 
INul,dC, lPul~+C*. (19) 
Again, (16) gives that 
Lu + A(Z- P) Nu = I(Z- P)e, 
which implies using (19) that there exist constants C,, C4 independent of 
A E (0, 1) such that 
ILuJ,<C, lPu12+Cq. (20) 
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Now (17) and (20) give that 
27t If2 
IP~I,dl~l~~max(R,-r)+ - ( 1 1 +c* (C, lPul~+C‘l), 
so that, there is a constant C,, independent of i E (0, 1) such that 
Finally, (17), (20), (21) imply that there is a constant C, independent of 
1 E (0, 1) such that 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark. Since in Theorem 5, we require that ly( na < 1+ c*, the non- 
linearity g(t, U) in (12a) interferes with the second eigenvalue A = 1 of the 
linear eigenvalue problem 
-u” = l.u, 
u(0) = u(27-c), u’(0) = u’(27c), 
when c ~0. But when c # 0, we should really be interested in the linear 
eigenvalue problem 
u” + cd = Au, 
u(0) = u(2n), u’(0) = u’( 2n), 
which it turns out has A= 0 as the only eigenvalue. 
4. STRUCTURE OF THE SET OF SOLUTIONS 
Now we consider the periodic problem 
d +g(u) = h(t), 
u(0) = 24(27c), u’(0) = u’(2n), (22) 
where g is a continuous function in R and h E L2(0, 271). Let g- = 
lim sup, _ --m g(u) and g, = lim inf,, ~ g(u) and consider the following 
assumptions : 
409/140/l-6 
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(A 1) g is an increasing function. 
(A2) gP <Ph<g+. 
(A3) There exists 7’~ [0, 11 and CER such that Ig(u)l <y 1~1 +c’, 
ME 53. 
(A4) There exists k > 0 such that /g(u) -g(u)1 d k Iu - ul, u, UE (w. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5 we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 6. If (A2) and (A3) hold then problem (22) is solvable. 
Moreover, the set of solutions is “a priori” bounded. 
Remark. Corollary 6 was proved by Tersian in [ 151 when g is in- 
creasing. 
Let M be a positive constant such that Ju( 5c d M for any solution of 
problem (22) and g(u) < Ph for ud -M and g(u) > Ph for ~2 M. We 
consider the modified periodic problem 
u” + G(u) = h(t), 
u(0) = u(2z), u’(0) = u’( 27c), (23) 
where 
if u< -M 
if 1~1 6M 
if u>M. 
Of course, any solution of (22) is a solution of (23), since the calcula- 
tions in [lS] show that, under hypotheses (Al)-(A2)-(A3) the bound on u 
depends only on y, we can in fact state: 
LEMMA 7. Suppose (Al)-(A2)-(A3) hold. Then there exists M>O such 
that the set of solutions of (22) is the same as the set of solutions of (23). 
For g decreasing it has been shown [ 131 that the set of solutions of (22) 
is nonempty, compact, and connected provided that 
lim g(u) < Ph < lim g(u). 
u400 U’ --oo 
The proof of that result depends heavily on the fact that for g strictly 
decreasing the problem (22) has a unique solution. In the increasing case 
an analogous result is not valid. Indeed, take g(u) = u for 1~1 < 1, strictly 
increasing and bounded so that (A3) is satisfied, and h ~0. Then, for 
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instance, a sin t, Ial < 1 are solutions to (22). However, if g is Lipschitz 
continuous and the Lipschitz constant “stays away” from the nearest 
eigenvalue uniqueness does occur. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that g is strictly increasing and (A2) is satisfied. If 
(A4) holds with k < 1, then any solution of (22) is unique. 
Proof Let U, , uq any two solutions of (22). Then we have 
u;‘-$+g(u,)-g(u,)=O. 
Now multiplying this equation by U, - u2 and integrating on [0,2x] we 
obtain that 
o= -j:n (u; - u;)’ dt + 
s ,:’ (du,) - g(ud)(ul- 4 dt 
Ig(ukg(u,)l* dt. 
Since, now, k < 1 we get g(u,) = g(u2) and hence ul(t) = u2(t) for every t in 
rJ, 2x1. 
Remark. Note that for g increasing, but not strictly, the result may fail. 
For instance, if g(u) = 0 for 1~1 < 1, any constant c E [ - 1, 1 ] is a solution 
to (22) where h = 0. 
THEOREM 9. Let g be increasing (not necessarily strictly) such that g 
satisfies (A4) with k < 1. Then the set of solutions of the problem (22) is non- 
empty, compact, connected, and acyclic in D(L) provided that (A2) holds. 
Proof Because of Lemma 7, it suffices to prove that the set S of solu- 
tions of (23) has the above properties. 
Consider the operator L: D(L) + H = L’(O, 27~) defined by Lu = u” as in 
Section 2, and let N: D(L) + H, Nu = h - G(u). The sets So = {U E At(L): 
NuER(L)} and S, =uo<j,<l {uED(L): Lu=XVu} are bounded. Indeed, 
if u E N(L) and PNu = 0, then G(u) = Ph. Thus, So is bounded since u > M 
(UC -M) implies G(u)>Ph(G(u)<Ph). Now, if UES,, there exists 
AE 10, l[ such that Lu = JNu, that is, UE D(L) and u” + nG(u) = Ah. 
Taking into account that G is bounded, we see that the set S !+ = {(I- P)u: 
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u E S, } is bounded independently of E. E 10, I[. On the other hand if 
UES,, then 
i j*’ G(u(t)) dt = /I [22 h(t) dt. 
0 “0 
Thus, (1/2n) [i” G(u(t)) dt = Ph. Since S ‘+ is bounded we can conclude that 
So, = {PM: u E S, } is bounded and therefore S, is bounded. Now define 
T,:R+D(L), T,(a)=a, and T,:H-+R, T2(v)=Pv. Set <=T2.N.T, so 
that ((a) = (l/271) f: [h(t) - G(a)] dt. Clearly, by (A2), <(a). t( -a) < 0 
for a > 0 large. Hence, deg(t, ( --a, a), 0) # 0 for a > 0 large. Therefore S is 
nonempty and compact [ 11. Now, to show that S is connected define for 
HEN the operators N,:D(L)+ H, N,u=Nu-(l/n)u. Thus, IN,,u-Nu~~ 
= (l/n) 1~1~ which shows that N,, converges to N uniformly on bounded 
subsets. For n E k, and v E S consider the set 
S,(v)= {ud(L):Lu-N,u=Lv-N,,v}. 
If u E S,(v) then u is a solution of the periodic problem 
u”+ G,(u) = h,, u(0) = U(27c), u’(0) = U’(27c), (24) 
where G,(u) = G(U) + (l/n)u and h, = v” + Gu + (l/n)v. G, is strictly 
increasing and satisfies (A4) with Lipschitz constant equal to k + (l/n). For 
n large k + (l/n) < 1. On the other hand, G,( - co) = -co and G,(a) = K,. 
Hence, G,( - co ) < Ph, < G,( cc ). By Theorem 8, problem (24) has a unique 
solution, that is, S,(v) is a singleton and it is connected. By [l] we 
can conclude that the set S is connected. Finally for p > 0, let 
r,=Sup(IN,u-Nu(,: lulZ=p}. Clearly lim,,, r,=O and, as before the 
problem Lu - N,u = v has at most one solution for every v E D(L). This 
implies that the set S is acyclic and completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 10. Under the hypothesis of Corollary 6, that is, ussump- 
tions (A2) and (A3), the solution set of (22) is compact. 
Proof. For the periodic problem (23) we can show, as in the first part 
of Theorem 9, that So and S, are bounded and that deg(<, ( --a, a), 0) # 0 
for a > 0 large. Hence, the set S of solutions of (23) is compact. Since the 
set of solutions of (22) is the intersection of S with {U E C[O, 271-j: 
I4 m d M} the corollary follows. 
Finally we show, by means of an example, that if in Theorem 9, g 
satisfies 
g- dg(u)Gg+ for every u E R 
instead of being increasing, then S is not connected (in general). 
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EXAMPLE 11. Consider the function 
i 
-1 ifu6 -2 
u+l if -2<u<O 
f(u)= -u+l ifO<u<2 
u-3 if 2<u64 
1 if u>4 
and define for E>O, g(u) =.a .f(u). Note that [g(u)1 GE for every UE R. 
Consider the problem (22) with h E 0 and choose E < 1 small so that 
Iu’,\~ Q (1/4x) for every u, = (I- P)u solution of the auxiliary equation 
u, = K(Z- P) NM. 
LEMMA 12. For the periodic problem u” +g(u) = 0, u(0) = u(27c), u’(0) = 
~‘(27~) any solution u satisfies either 
u(t) > 0 for every t E [0,27c] 
or 
u(t)<0 for every t E [0,27c]. 
Proof: If u is a solution and there exists t, E [0, 2771 such that u(t,) = 0 
then 
u(t) = u(t,,) + J,; u’(s) ds = j’ u’(s) ds. 
10 
Hence, lu(t)l < 271 lu;l m d $, t E [0,27r]. On the other hand, g(u)>0 for 
JuI < 1 and s? g(u(t)) dt > 0. If u is a solution, integrating between 0 and 
27~ we get that jr g(u( t)) dt = 0 which is a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Now consider the open sets in D(L) 
U=(uED(L):u(t)<O, tE[O,27r]}, 
v= {uED(L): u(t)>O, tE [O, 27c-J). 
Let cr(t) = -1, P(t) = 1, t E [0,27c]. Thus c1 and /I are solutions of the peri- 
odic problem u”+g(u)=O, c(EU, and BE V, that is, UnS#@ and 
Vn S # 0. Moreover U n I’= 0 and S c U u V by the previous lemma. 
This shows that the set of solutions is not connected. 
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